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Abstract 

Solvation on biomolecules is an important subject because it is directly associated with 

life.  For this reason there are a significant number of experimental and computational 

studies that aim at unravelling solvation. In computations, there is a significant amount of 

contradictory information regarding which solvation model is the best to use, which is 

currently demonstrated in the literature.  There are many factors that need to be 

considered when determining which solvation model is best to use for a simulation in 

computational chemistry; for example, computational cost and chemical accuracy.  The 

two models that are compared are the explicit and implicit solvation models.  Each model 

offers its own array of distinct pros and cons.  This thesis focuses on the effects of the 

two different solvation models mentioned above on the binding free energies of the 

proteins 𝜷-Trypsin and Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. It is found that there is a 

significant difference in estimated binding free energies between the implicit and explicit 

model.  However, since both also varied significantly from the experimental value, it is 

impossible to determine which model is more accurate. 
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1 Introduction 

 Solvation of biomolecules is a critical problem in computational chemistry.  

Atomistic models of large biomolecules such as proteins, is important for understanding 

allosteric mechanisms, drug design, protein folding, protein-ligand binding.4,26,27 Being 

able to accurately determine the solvation free energy of large biomolecules is of great 

interest to a variety of fields, including biomedical, chemical and industrial research22,3.  

However, accurately studying these large biomolecule models can be difficult due to their 

size.  Simulating the behaviour of biomolecules requires a delicate balance between 

model detail and sampling efficiency4. 

 Currently the most detailed way to conduct these simulations is to use an explicit 

model, which means all the solvent molecules are treated at the atomistic level.  

However, using an explicit model greatly affects the sampling efficiency, which is 

determined by the sufficient collection of statistically independent molecular states of the 

system. This is because there is a significant computational cost associated with 

simulating the large number of solvent molecules required to model a bulk solution20 and 

the slow (in comparison with the simulation time) conformational changes of the 

macromolecules.  Also, even with all the extra detail that goes into explicit modelling it 

is not exempt from approximations and error20, because the accuracy of the explicit 

model depends on the limitations of the force field.  

 In an attempt to try to improve efficiency of these simulations, implicit solvent 

models have been devised.  Implicit models treat the solvent as a continuum medium by 

coupling electrostatics with statistical mechanics via the Poisson-Boltzmann equation10.  

Implicit models are very useful in computational chemistry for several reasons.  They 
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eliminate the lengthy equilibration time of water seen in explicit models15, improve 

sampling15, and there are no artifacts due to periodic boundary conditions15, and new 

simple ways to estimate free energies become possible. Although implicit models may 

reduce the computational expense associated with the simulations of macromolecules 

there are caveats, because implicit models also have disadvantages.  These disadvantages 

include; lack of dynamic information about the rate of transitions between conformations 

of macromolecules, not all aspects of transition mechanisms can be captured because 

continuum solvent modelling eliminates water molecules that may be significant for 

protein-protein interactions, and lack of information about the entropy of the solvent.  

Several current studies compare the accuracy of different implicit models by comparing 

them to explicit model results. Shivakumar et al.22 compared different implicit model 

results to explicit results of solvation free energies of small molecules to determine which 

implicit model agrees the most with the explicit model22.  The problem with this 

approach is that there is an assumption that the explicit model is accurate, which has been 

disproven by some scientists.  Saeed Izadi et al.7 compared different explicit and implicit 

models and found large discrepancies between different types of explicit and implicit 

models in the calculation of Protein-Ligand electrostatic binding free energies.  The 

purpose of their study was to find an accurate but efficient computational model so they 

evaluated the accuracy of the generalized born (GB) solvent model7. The r2 correlation 

between the implicit models was lower then between the explicit models, demonstrating 

how important choosing the correct implicit model can be to determining the accuracy of 

results. The authors concludes that the only true way to determine if one of these models 

is accurate is to compare it to experimental results, which is also not straightforward and 
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it is very challenging to do well. It is difficult to compare computational with 

experimental results for the binding free energies of protein complexes because these 

complexes are usually flexible and have may degrees of freedom which introduces large 

amounts of uncertainty.7 

 Comparing implicit and explicit solvation models is important so it can be 

determined if these models can truly be used interchangeably9,23,24,25.  It is also important 

to determine the exact accuracy of each implicit solvation model and to compare them to 

experimentally obtained values to see if using an implicit solvation model is a viable way 

to determine solvation free energies.  If it is determined that implicit solvent models are 

just as accurate in molecular dynamics simulations as explicit models, this could save 

researchers time and effort and more computational power could be spent on protein 

dynamics rather then on solvent modelling4. 

 There are several methods of implicit modelling. For instance Cumberworth et 

al.4 chose to compare the free energies of solvation using explicit and implicit solvent in 

the context of protein folding1. They chose to use eight different implicit models 

including: a finite difference Poisson Boltzmann model (PBEQ)4, Generalized Born using 

Molecular Volume 2 (GBMV2)4, Fast Analytical Continuum Treatment of Solvation 

(FACTS)4, Analytical Continuum Solvent (ACE)4, Screened Coulomb Potentials (SCP)4, 

Effective Energy Function 1 (EEF1)4,13, and Self-Assembly of Biomolecules Studied by 

an Implicit, Novel, and Tunable Hamiltonian (ABSINTH)4.  The explicit solvent model 

they chose to employ was Three-Site Transferrable Intermolecular Potential (TIP3P)4,8,14, 

which seemed to be the most popular explicit model used across the literature.  In the end 

they found that most of the implicit free energy values were a lot lower then the reference 
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and explicit values, having a difference of about 5 kcal/mol4.  The three implicit models 

that had values closest to the free energy values for the explicit model were the effective 

energy functions (EEFs)4,13, ABSINTH4 and EEF14.  Scientists have also tried changing 

certain parameters to increase the accuracy of the implicit free energy values.  However, 

none of these changes improved the implicit free energy values significantly4.  Many 

other papers ran similar experiments trying different implicit and explicit models to 

determine which gives the most accurate results, and it seems that opinions and results 

vary from article to article except for TIP3P being the most widely used explicit model.  

Based on a number of articles it seems that the best implicit models would be the 

Effective Energy Function (EEF1)4,12,13,  Poisson-Boltzmann (PB)18 or the Generalized 

Born model (GB) of solvation1,2,7,10,16,22. For the TIP3P explicit model an article by David 

L. Mobley14 uses molecular dynamic free energy simulations with TIP3P explicit solvent 

to compute the hydration free energies of 504 neutral small organic molecules and 

compared the results to experiment values14.  They found a good correlation (r2 of 0.891 

± 0.06) and a root mean squared (rms) error of 1.24 ± 0.01 kcal/mol or roughly 2 kT 

(where k is Boltzmann constant and T temperature) and determined that the TIP3P model 

represents the accuracy that should be expected from the best current physical models for 

hydration free energies14.  Based on these results seen in literature for this experiment a 

TIP3P model will be used for the explicit modelling and the GB method will be 

employed for the implicit model.  

 The motivation of my thesis is to determine the binding free energy of 𝜷-Trypsin 

and Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor using an implicit and explicit model and then to 

compare these values to each other and to experimental values.  This protein complex has 
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been selected because it has an already known experimentally determined association 

energy. Thus, the model provides a baseline value to compare my implicit and explicit 

values to.  It is important to have a reference value because an improper assumption to 

make would be that the explicit solvent model is accurate and that it could be used as a 

reference to compare all my implicit values to4.  

 The goal of my project is to determine if the explicit model is as accurate as it is 

seen in the literature, as well as to find out the level of accuracy the implicit models 

provide.  In the literature it is seen that a desired chemical accuracy is approximately 1 

kcal/mol, however this value varies depending on what the values are being used for7.  

The 1 kcal/mol refers to the standards expected from using these techniques in drug 

development7.  If it is found that the implicit model I choose to employ has a high degree 

of accuracy, comparable with experimental and explicit binding free energy values, then 

this methods could be used moving forward when calculating the binding free energies of 

protein complexes to save future computational costs when running these simulations. 

 Before beginning this thesis, I wrote a molecular dynamics (MD) code in C++ to 

learn about each aspect of the larger code used in Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics 

(NAMD) to run my simulations.  The code has been included in Appendix 1. My code 

ran molecular dynamics simulations with argon spheres, which is a much simpler system 

then the protein complex in solvents.  This exercise taught me about the different aspects 

that are normally found within an MD code, including Lennard-Jones and force 

calculations, as well as the Verlet algorithm. A further explanation of MD can be found 

in the methodology. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Molecular Dynamics  

A molecular dynamic (MD) approach was used to study the physical movements of the 

atoms in the system being studied.  Molecular dynamic methods allow for the study of 

the behaviour of systems of many interacting molecules6,17,21,5.  Because of the 

complexity of the interactions it is impossible to determine these properties analytically 

for large systems, such as in this case protein complexes, which is why a MD method 

must be used.  Molecular dynamic simulations work by solving Newton’s equation of 

motion for all the molecules in the system using discretization in the positions, momenta 

and forces. The time is also discrete and for this reason there is a time step.  

Newton’s second law of motion is expressed as;  

                                        �⃗�𝑖 = −∇𝑈 = 𝑚𝑖
𝑑2 𝑟𝑖⃗⃗⃗ ⃗

𝑑𝑡2                                         (1) 

where �⃗�𝑖 is the sum of all forces acting on an atom i, m is the mass of an atom i, t is time, 

𝑟 is the position of the specific atom i, and U is the potential energy of the system. 

∇ denotes the gradient and U is a function (scalar quantity) of all the atomic positions. 

 Since one cannot solve Eq. (1) analytically for many atoms, a numerical finite-

difference method is used to integrate Eq. (1). An important finite difference method used 

in molecular dynamics simulation is the Verlet algorithm17.  In the MD computer code I 

prepared (Appendix 1) I programmed the Verlet algorithm and for this reason it is 

discussed in the thesis.  The Verlet algorithm arises from the Taylor series expansion of 

the position of an atom forward and back in time. The Verlet algorithm is expressed as; 
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 𝑟 (t +  𝛿𝑡 ) = 2𝑟(t) − 𝑟 (𝑡 −  𝛿𝑡 ) + �⃗�(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2 +

𝑂(𝛿𝑡4) 

(2) 

where 𝑟 is the position, �⃗� is the acceleration (second derivative of the position of an atom 

with respect to time), 𝛿𝑡 is the time step, and 𝑂 denotes order of magnitude of the error 

because of the truncation of the Taylor expansion. This local error because of the 

truncation of the Taylor expansion is of the order of the fourth power of the time step. 

The global error is worse, it is of the order of second power of the time step. The Verlet 

algorithm uses positions and accelerations at time t and positions from time t - δ𝑡 to 

calculate new positions at time t + δ𝑡.  A typical time step in classical simulations is 0.5 

fs or 1.0 fs. The Equation 2 is applied to every single atomic site in the system at every 

time step. Thus, a computer code cycles through this algorithm a huge number of times 

since it repeats it for every atomic site and for millions of time steps.  In addition to the 

Verlet algorithm there are other similar integration algorithms such as the velocity Verlet 

and the leap-frog. In the software NAMD that I used in my simulations the velocity 

Verlet algorithm is implemented. The velocity Verlet is similar to the Verlet algorithm 

but the local error due to the truncation of the Taylor expansion is of the order of the third 

power of the time step. The algorithm is expressed as 

                   𝑟(𝑡 +  𝛿𝑡) =  𝑟(𝑡) + �⃗�(𝑡)𝛿𝑡 +
1

2
�⃗�(𝑡)𝛿𝑡2                              (3) 

 

              �⃗�(𝑡 +  𝛿𝑡) =  �⃗�(𝑡) +  
1

2
[�⃗�(𝑡) +  �⃗�(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡)]𝛿𝑡                               (4) 

 

where 𝑟 is the position, �⃗� is the velocity, �⃗� is the acceleration, 𝑡 is time and 𝛿𝑡 is the time 

step. 
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2.2 Protein Complex 

The protein complex that will be studied is Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor binding 

with 𝜷-Trypsin.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Typical snapshot of the protein complex, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor 

(red) binding with 𝜷-Trypsin (blue) structure generated using Visual Molecular 

Dynamics (VMD) software.29 

 

This protein complex was chosen because in the literature this protein is a standard 

benchmark for assessing the quality of a force field and solvation models11.  The reason 

this protein complex is suitable for atomistic computational modelling is because it 

follows the lock and key model7, which means it is a rigid protein complex.  Rigidity is 

important because the conformational changes that can be seen in other models such as 

induced fit7 cannot be captured within the simulation time of atomistic modelling.  In the 

literature it was found that the association energy for the interaction of 𝜷-Trypsin and 

Bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor is 15 kcal/mol 11.  This value was determined 
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experimentally and will be used as a benchmark to compare my values to, which will be 

determined computationally. 

 

2.3 Force Field 

The force field in the context of computer simulations is vital to describing the intra- and 

inter- molecular potential energies of a collection of atoms, and the corresponding 

parameters that will determine the energy of the configuration17.  There are many 

different types of functional force fields, but the general equation that describes the main 

class of force fields can be written as;  

 

𝑈 =  ∑
1

2𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑘𝑟(𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟0)
2 + ∑

1

2𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑘𝜃(𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘 − 𝜃0)
2 + ∑ ∑ 𝑘𝜙,𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 [cos(𝑛𝜙𝑖𝑗𝑘ℓ + 𝛿𝑛 ) + 1] +

                                 ∑ [
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

4𝜋𝜖0𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑

𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠
+

𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
12 −

𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
6 ]                                   (5) 

 

𝑈 is the potential energy of the system, k is a force constant rij and r0 are the actual and 

equilibrium bond lengths respectively, 𝜃𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜃0 are bond angle and equilibrium bond 

angle respectively, 𝜙𝑖𝑗𝑘ℓ is the variation of the torsion angle,  𝛿𝑛 is the torsion 

equilibrium value.  The first term in the equation represents the sum over all bonds with 

an equilibrium bong-length r0.  The second term is a sum over all bond angles.  The third 

term is the sum over all torsions involving four connected atoms.  The fourth term is a 

sum over the non-bonded interactions (between and within molecules) 17; this term 

consists of Coulomb’s Law where qi and qj are point charges, 𝜖0 is the dialectic constant in 

vacuum, and rij is the distance between two point charges. The fourth term also consists 
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of the Lennard-Jones interactions, 
𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
12 −

𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗
6  representing the repulsive (Pauli exclusion 

principle) and attractive interactions (London dispersion forces) between atoms. 

 

2.4 Computational Parameters  

 

2.4.1 Explicit Solvent 

For the explicit solvent simulations a protein complex consisting of bovine pancreatic 

trypsin inhibitor and 𝜷-Trypsin was placed inside a bulk solution of water containing 

6707 water molecules. The water box had the following dimensions, length x 59.48 Å, 

length y 84.38 Å, and length z 62.41 Å.  Periodic boundary conditions were used to avoid 

problems associated with boundary effects. The system was neutralized using sodium.  

All simulations were performed using Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics (NAMD)28 

Version 2.13 using the CHARMM36 force field. The temperature was initialized at 298K 

and the simulations were performed under constant pressure and temperature using the 

Langevin Piston and Langevin thermostat, respectively. Visualization of trajectories were 

done using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD)29. 

 

2.4.2 Generalized Born Implicit Solvent 

For the Implicit solvent simulations the solvent was simulated as a continuum medium 

using the generalized born implicit method. The generalized born equation is an 

approximation of the Poisson Boltzmann equation. In the generalized born (GB) 

simulation, the total electrostatic force on an atom is the net Coulomb force on an atom 

minus the GB force on an atom.1,2,15,16  
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𝐹𝑖⃗⃗ = 𝐹𝑖⃗⃗ Coulomb − 𝐹 𝑖GB    (6) 

 

The GB force on an atom is the derivative of the total GB energy with respect to atom 

distances. 1,2,15,16 All simulations were performed using Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics 

(NAMD)28 version 2.13 using the CHARMM36 force field.  The temperature was 

initialized at 298K and the simulations were performed under constant temperature using 

the Langevin thermostat. Visualization of trajectories were done using Visual Molecular 

Dynamics (VMD)29. 

 

2.5 Methods of Analysis 

To determine an estimation of the binding free energy constraints were applied to the 

protein complex in the Explicit and Implicit simulations.  Bovine pancreatic trypsin 

inhibitor and  𝜷-Trypsin were forcefully separated at the following distances; 10Å, 15Å 

and 20Å.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The protein complex, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (green) and 𝜷-Trypsin 

(purple) separated by 15Å, structure generated using VMD software.29 
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The potential energies for each run were averaged and the differences between each 

constraint distance were taken for the implicit and explicit models.  These values were 

compared as a rough estimate of the binding free energies of the protein complex.  This 

was done in place of other methods due to the time constraints of the thesis.  These values 

are limited in their accuracy but offer an idea of the accuracies of each model. 

3 Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Analysis of Side Chains 

Visually analyzing the snapshots obtained from the explicit and implicit models it can be 

see that the solvent has an effect on how the side chains are situated.  These differences 

can be seen in Figure 3 and 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The protein complex, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (green) and 𝜷-Trypsin 

(purple) separated by 10Å in explicit solvent. Structure generated using Visual Molecular 

Dynamics (VMD) software.29 
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Figure 4: The protein complex, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (green) and 𝜷-Trypsin 

(purple) separated by 10Å in GB implicit solvent. Structure generated using VMD 

software.29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: RMSD plot of the protein complex, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor with 𝜷-

Trypsin in GB implicit solvent (blue) and explicit solvent (red). 
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Visual inspection of the protein trajectories along with RMSD calculations in explicit and 

implicit solvent indicates that the modelling of the solvent affects how spread out the side 

chains are.  In the implicit model shown in Figure 3 the structure looks more compact 

than that of the structure in the explicit model shown in Figure 4. This was further proven 

through the Root-mean-square deviation of atomic positions (RMSD) plot shown in 

Figure 5.  The protein complex in the explicit solvent had a much larger RMSD then the 

protein complex in the implicit solvent, therefore it can be concluded that the protein is 

more compact in the implicit solvent and it has a more open structure in the explicit.  

These figures demonstrate the effect the solvent has on the shape of the protein complex.  

 

3.2 Computation of the Radial Distribution Function 

 

A Radial distribution function (RDF) was obtained to examine the structural properties of 

the solvent molecules in the explicit model.  The oxygen-oxygen pair interactions 

between molecules were obtained.  RDF’s were computed for each of the explicit models 

at varying distances.  Each oxygen-oxygen RDF obtained was identical with no changes, 

indicating that the constraints added to separate each part of the protein complex did not 

affect the structural properties of the solvent box, as this can be seen in figure 5. 
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Figure 6: RDF of oxygen-oxygen interaction of solvent water molecules in the presence 

of bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor and 𝜷-Trypsin. 

 

Based on the oxygen-oxygen RDF’s obtained, there is an indication that the structure of 

the water molecules with respect to their location in the simulation box is identical in all 

of my explicit solvent runs, regardless of constraint distance. The RDF does not provide 

possible changes in the orientation of the water molecules because of the presence of the 

protein complex. 

 

 

3.3 An Estimation of Binding Free Energy 

  

 The potential energies were determined for each run at each distance, separated 

for the explicit and implicit model. 
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Figure 7: Potential energies obtained from each run at different constrained distances for 

the explicit model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Potential energies obtained from each run at different constrained distances for 

the implicit model. 
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From Figures 3 and 4, it is seen that the constraints did not have a large effect on the 

potential energy of the system.  However, there are large differences in the potential 

energies seen between the explicit and implicit models, which was expected since this 

was seen in the literature.  Next, the potential energies were then averaged at each 

distance for each solvent model. 

 

Distances separated 10Å 15Å 20Å 

Explicit Model 

Average Potential 

(kJ/mol) 

-108356.0274 -108130.6349 -108049.7169 

Implicit model 

Average Potential  

(kJ/mol) 

-1003.3789 -963.62895 -981.99814 

  

Table 1.  The average potentials of each run, with each part of the protein complex being 

held apart at varying distances. 

 

The averages of the potential energies were used to determine a rough estimation of 

binding free energy by determining the differences between the average potential energy 

at each distance for each solvent model. The reference value was at 10 Å. 

 

From reference 

value at 10Å at: 

15Å  20Å 

Explicit Model 

Difference in 

Average Potential 

(kcal/mol) 

53.9  73.2 

Implicit model 

Difference in 

Average Potential 

(kcal/mol) 

9.5 5.1 

 

Table 2: The difference in average potential energy in kcal/mol from a distance of 10Å 
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Krowarsch et al. experimentally determined the binding free energies of a variety of 

protein complexes, one of which was the protein complex bovine pancreatic trypsin 

inhibitor binding with 𝜷-Trypsin11.  They found that the complex of interest had a 

binging free energy of 15 kcal/mol11.  The typical standard that is set for error within 

computer simulations for determining binding free energy is 1 kcal/mol7, therefore 

neither the values determined for the explicit or implicit model agreed with the 

experimental value.  There could be many reasons for this, including the way in which 

binding free energy was determined for this experiment.  Typically other methods are 

used for determining this energy value, for example the Free energy perturbation (FEP) 

method, which was deemed one of the most accurate methods to determine binding free 

energy in the literature19.  However, due to the time constraints of this fourth year thesis 

project a different method had to be employed. 

4 Conclusion 

In this thesis, molecular dynamics simulations were conducted on the protein complex 

bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor binding with 𝜷-Trypsin.  These simulations were 

carried out in an explicit solvent using TIP3P water, and in an implicit solvent based on 

the generalized born model.  It was found that there are clear differences in the potential 

energies between values obtained from the implicit and explicit simulations, which was 

to be expected based on the literature review.  However, neither model provided 

agreeable results with the experimental binding free energy value of 15kcal/mol11.  This 

was most likely due to the methods used to determine the binding free energy.  There 

were limitations to the method employed, therefore my results are an estimation rather 

then an accurate depiction of the binding free energy values.  Lastly, this estimation still 
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proved to be useful to my analysis because a large difference in values could be seen in 

the estimated binding free energies between the implicit and explicit model.  

  In the future, to expand on this work, longer simulations could be run and the 

Free energy perturbation (FEP) method could be used to calculate binding free energies, 

as it was the most reliable method seen in the literature19,22.  Also, simulations could be 

run, testing different implicit and explicit models using the same protein complex to 

determine which model provides the most accurate results for this large biomolecule. 
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Appendix 1 

Molecular Dynamics Code written in C++ 

 

// 

//  Molecular Simulation.hpp 

//  Header File 

 

#ifndef Molecular_Simulation_hpp 

#define Molecular_Simulation_hpp 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <cmath> 

#include <cstdlib> 

#include <ctime> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <string> 

 

double instT; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    const double epsilon = 1.0; //J 

    const double sigma = 0.341; //Van der Waals radius Ar 0.341nm or 3.41 

angstroms  

    const double dt = 0.001; 

    const double dlatt = 1.0; 

}simConst; 
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typedef struct 

{ 

    int x; 

    int y; 

    int z; 

} cubelength; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    int argonMolecules; 

    int timeSteps; 

    double temperature; 

    double tReal; 

    cubelength cube; 

}inputValues; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    double kinetic = 0.0; 

    double potential = 0.0; 

    double total = 0.0; 

} energy; 

 

typedef struct // x - Poitions, y - Velocities, z - Forces 

{ 

    double x; 
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    double y; 

    double z; 

    double prevX; 

    double prevY; 

    double prevZ; 

    double futX; 

    double futY; 

    double futZ; 

} molecularMatrix; 

     

typedef struct 

{ 

    molecularMatrix posR; 

    molecularMatrix velV; 

    molecularMatrix forF; 

} atom; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    //file output Names; 

    std::string trajFout = "trajFout.txt"; 

}IOFiles; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    double rtmpX = 0.0; 

    double rtmpY = 0.0; 
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    double rtmpZ = 0.0; 

} intitialPosition; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    double rIJ; 

    double forceIJ; 

    double dfX; 

    double dfY; 

    double dfZ; 

    double forceX; 

    double forceY; 

    double forceZ; 

    double r = 0; 

    double rS; 

    double sigmaS; 

    double sigmaVal; 

} initialForce; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    double r2; 

    double vx; 

    double vy; 

    double vz; 

    double dx; 

    double dy; 
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    double dz; 

} initialEnergy; 

 

typedef struct 

{ 

    double sumVelSqd = 0.0; 

    double tFactor; 

} temperatureRescale; 

 

 

void iPosition(); 

void iForce(); 

void iEngery(); 

void Verlet(); 

void tRescale(); 

 

#endif /* Molecular_Simulation_hpp */ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

// 

//  Molecular Simulation.cpp 

//  Source Code 

// 
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#include "Molecular Simulation.hpp" 

 

using namespace std; 

 

//Global Variables and Constants 

inputValues userInput; 

simConst fixedVal; 

energy setEnergyValues; 

intitialPosition initPos; 

initialForce initFor; 

initialEnergy initEne; 

temperatureRescale tempRescale; 

IOFiles readWriteTo; 

 

atom aMolecularValues[50000]; 

 

ofstream fileOut(readWriteTo.trajFout); 

 

// Compute Cube Size and Atom Initial Position 

void iPosition() 

{ 

    int i, j, k, l = 0; 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.cube.x; i++) 

    { 

        initPos.rtmpX = i * fixedVal.dlatt; 
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        for (j = 0; j < userInput.cube.y; j++) 

        { 

            initPos.rtmpY = j * fixedVal.dlatt; 

            for (k = 0; k < userInput.cube.z; k++) 

            { 

                initPos.rtmpZ = k * fixedVal.dlatt; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++) 

    { 

        aMolecularValues[l].posR.x = initPos.rtmpX; 

        aMolecularValues[l].posR.y = initPos.rtmpY; 

        aMolecularValues[l].posR.z = initPos.rtmpZ; 

        l++; 

         

        aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevX = aMolecularValues[i].posR.x; 

        aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevY = aMolecularValues[i].posR.y; 

        aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevZ = aMolecularValues[i].posR.z; 

        aMolecularValues[i].velV.x = 0.0; 

        aMolecularValues[i].velV.y = 0.0; 

        aMolecularValues[i].velV.z = 0.0; 

         

        cout << "Positions" << "\t" << aMolecularValues[i].posR.x << "\t" << 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.y << "\t" << aMolecularValues[i].posR.z << endl; 
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        cout << "Velocities" << "\t" << aMolecularValues[i].velV.x << "\t" << 

aMolecularValues[i].velV.y << "\t" << aMolecularValues[i].velV.z << endl; 

    } 

} 

 

// Verlet Algorithm 

void Verlet() 

{ 

    int i; 

    int iSteps; 

    for (iSteps = 0; iSteps < userInput.timeSteps; iSteps++) 

    { 

        iForce(); 

        fileOut << userInput.argonMolecules << "\n" << endl; 

         

        for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++) 

        { 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.futX = 2 * aMolecularValues[i].posR.x - 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevX + (aMolecularValues[i].forF.x) * fixedVal.dt * 

fixedVal.dt; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.futY = 2 * aMolecularValues[i].posR.y - 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevY + (aMolecularValues[i].forF.y) * fixedVal.dt * 

fixedVal.dt; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.futZ = 2 * aMolecularValues[i].posR.z - 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevZ + (aMolecularValues[i].forF.z) * fixedVal.dt * 

fixedVal.dt; 
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            aMolecularValues[i].velV.x = 0.5 * (aMolecularValues[i].posR.futX - 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevX) / fixedVal.dt; 

            aMolecularValues[i].velV.y = 0.5 * (aMolecularValues[i].posR.futY - 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevY) / fixedVal.dt; 

            aMolecularValues[i].velV.z = 0.5 * (aMolecularValues[i].posR.futZ - 

aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevZ) / fixedVal.dt; 

 

            fileOut << "Ar \t\t" << aMolecularValues[i].posR.x << "\t" 

<<aMolecularValues[i].posR.y <<"\t" << aMolecularValues[i].posR.z << endl; 

             

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevX = aMolecularValues[i].posR.x; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevY = aMolecularValues[i].posR.y; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevZ = aMolecularValues[i].posR.z; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.x = aMolecularValues[i].posR.futX; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.y = aMolecularValues[i].posR.futY; 

            aMolecularValues[i].posR.z = aMolecularValues[i].posR.futZ; 

        } 

 

        iEngery(); 

    } 

    cout << "Verlet is finished"; 

} 

 

// Compute Force 

void iForce() 

{ 

    int i, j = 0; 
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    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++) 

    { 

        aMolecularValues[i].forF.x = 0.0; 

        aMolecularValues[i].forF.y = 0.0; 

        aMolecularValues[i].forF.z = 0.0; 

    } 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules - 1; i++) // Loop the atoms 

    { 

        for (j = i + 1; j < userInput.argonMolecules; j++) 

        { 

             

            initFor.r = initFor.r + 0.1; 

            initFor.sigmaS = fixedVal.sigma * fixedVal.sigma; 

            initFor.rS = initFor.r * initFor.r; 

            initFor.sigmaVal = initFor.sigmaS / initFor.rS; 

                 

            initFor.forceIJ  = ((-24 * fixedVal.epsilon) / (initFor.rS)) * ((-2 * 

(pow(initFor.sigmaVal,6)) + pow(initFor.sigmaVal,3))); 

             

            aMolecularValues[j].posR.x = aMolecularValues[i].posR.x * initFor.forceIJ; 

            aMolecularValues[j].posR.y = aMolecularValues[i].posR.y * initFor.forceIJ; 

            aMolecularValues[j].posR.z = aMolecularValues[i].posR.z * initFor.forceIJ; 

             

            initFor.dfX = (aMolecularValues[i].posR.x - aMolecularValues[j].posR.x); 

            initFor.dfY = (aMolecularValues[i].posR.y - aMolecularValues[j].posR.y); 
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            initFor.dfZ = (aMolecularValues[i].posR.z - aMolecularValues[j].posR.z); 

             

            initFor.forceX = initFor.forceIJ * initFor.dfX; 

            initFor.forceY = initFor.forceIJ * initFor.dfY; 

            initFor.forceZ = initFor.forceIJ * initFor.dfZ; 

             

            aMolecularValues[i].forF.x = aMolecularValues[i].forF.x + initFor.forceX; 

            aMolecularValues[i].forF.y = aMolecularValues[i].forF.y + initFor.forceY; 

            aMolecularValues[i].forF.z = aMolecularValues[i].forF.z + initFor.forceZ; 

            aMolecularValues[j].forF.x = aMolecularValues[j].forF.x - initFor.forceX; 

            aMolecularValues[j].forF.y = aMolecularValues[j].forF.y - initFor.forceY; 

            aMolecularValues[j].forF.z = aMolecularValues[j].forF.z - initFor.forceZ; 

       } 

    } 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++) 

    { 

        cout << "iForce" << endl; 

        cout << aMolecularValues[i].forF.x << "\t" << aMolecularValues[i].forF.y << 

"\t" << aMolecularValues[i].forF.z << endl; 

         

    } 

} 

 

// Compute Leonard Jones Potential for atom interactions 

void iEngery() 

{ 
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    int i; 

    int j; 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++) 

    { 

        initEne.vx = aMolecularValues[i].velV.x; 

        initEne.vy = aMolecularValues[i].velV.y; 

        initEne.vz = aMolecularValues[i].velV.z; 

        setEnergyValues.kinetic += 0.5 * (initEne.vx * initEne.vx + initEne.vy * 

initEne.vy + initEne.vz * initEne.vz); 

    } 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules - 1; i++) 

    { 

        for (j = i + 1; j < userInput.argonMolecules; j++) 

        { 

            initEne.dx = aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevX - 

aMolecularValues[j].posR.prevX; 

            initEne.dy = aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevY - 

aMolecularValues[j].posR.prevY; 

            initEne.dz = aMolecularValues[i].posR.prevZ - 

aMolecularValues[j].posR.prevZ; 

            initEne.r2 = initEne.dx * initEne.dx + initEne.dy * initEne.dy + initEne.dz * 

initEne.dz; 

             

            setEnergyValues.potential += 4.0 * fixedVal.epsilon * (pow(initEne.r2, -

6.0) - pow(initEne.r2, -3.0)); 
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        } 

    } 

     

    instT = ((2.0 * setEnergyValues.kinetic) / (3.0 * userInput.argonMolecules)); 

    setEnergyValues.total = setEnergyValues.kinetic + setEnergyValues.potential; 

     

    cout << "Total Energy" << "\t" << setEnergyValues.kinetic << "\t" << instT 

<<"\t" << setEnergyValues.potential << "\t" << endl; 

    cout << setEnergyValues.total << endl; 

} 

      

void tRescale()  

{ 

    int i; 

     

    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++)  

    { 

        tempRescale.sumVelSqd += (aMolecularValues[i].velV.x * 

aMolecularValues[i].velV.x) +(aMolecularValues[i].velV.y * 

aMolecularValues[i].velV.y) + (aMolecularValues[i].velV.z * 

aMolecularValues[i].velV.z); 

    } 

        

    instT = (tempRescale.sumVelSqd /3 * userInput.argonMolecules); 

    tempRescale.tFactor = sqrt(userInput.temperature/instT); // Tfactor is the 

scaling factor, which is lambda = sqrt (desired T/inst_T) 
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    for (i = 0; i < userInput.argonMolecules; i++)  

    { 

         

        aMolecularValues[i].velV.x *= tempRescale.tFactor ; 

        aMolecularValues[i].velV.y *= tempRescale.tFactor ; 

        aMolecularValues[i].velV.z *= tempRescale.tFactor ; 

    } 

} 

 

void userIn() 

{ 

    cout << "Enter the number of Argon molecules: \n"; 

    cin >> userInput.argonMolecules; 

     

    cout << "Enter the number of timesteps: \n"; 

    cin >> userInput.timeSteps; 

     

    cout << "Enter the the length of each timestep in fs: "; 

    cin >> userInput.tReal; 

     

    cout << "Enter size of the starting cubic system: \n"; 

    cin >> userInput.cube.x; 

    cin >> userInput.cube.y; 

    cin >> userInput.cube.z; 

     

    cout << "Enter temperature: \n"; 

    cin >> userInput.temperature; 
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} 

  

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

    // Execute Functions 

    userIn(); 

    iPosition(); 

    tRescale(); 

    Verlet(); 

     

    fileOut << "Total Energy" << "\t" << setEnergyValues.kinetic << "\t" << instT << 

"\t" << setEnergyValues.potential << "\t" << endl; 

    fileOut << setEnergyValues.total << endl; 

    fileOut.close(); 

     

    return 0; 

} 
 

 


